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Ice Breaker! 
Who do we have in the room today?

● Question: What support are your 
teachers needing with Amplify 
Science?



Dear teachers,

You do a job that is nearly impossible and utterly essential.

We are in your corner – extending your reach, saving you time, and 
enhancing your understanding of each student.

Thank you for working with us to craft rigorous and riveting learning 
experiences for your classroom. 

We share your goal of inspiring all students to think deeply, creatively, 
and for themselves.

Sincerely,
Amplify

Amplify’s Purpose Statement 



Norms: Establishing a culture of learners

● Take risks: Ask any questions, provide any answers.
● Participate: Share your thinking, participate in discussion and 

reflection.
● Be fully present: Unplug and immerse yourself in the moment.
● Physical needs: Stand up, get water, take breaks.
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Overarching goals
By the end of this workshop, you will be able to to: By the end of this workshop, you will be able to:

❏ Navigate the Amplify Science curriculum.

❏ Unpack and organize kit materials in order to 
prepare to teach.



Program Essentials
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Next Generation Science Standards

© 2018 The Regents of the 
University of California
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Designed to help students build a cohesive understanding of science 

What scientists want 
to know

Disciplinary Core Ideas

How scientists think

Crosscutting Concepts

What scientists do

Science and Engineering 
Practices



Next Generation Science Standards
How might learning be different? 

A shift in science instruction

from learning about to figuring out

(like a student) (like a scientist)



Amplify Science Approach

Introduce a 
phenomenon and 
a related problem

Collect evidence
from multiple 

sources

Build increasingly
complex 

explanations

Apply knowledge 
to solve a 

different problem



Discourse within Amplify Science

Discussions and writing

Articles
Hands-on activities

Digital tools



Course curriculum structure

Key 
takeaways:

● There are 
22 lessons 
per unit

● Lessons at 
grades 2-5 
are 60 
minutes 
long



K-5 Program components
Teacher materials

● Teacher’s Guide (print and 
digital)

● Classroom Slides 
● Classroom wall materials 
● Embedded assessments 
● Program Guide 
● Program Hub
● Amplify Help Site



K-5 Program components
Student materials

● Hands-on materials
● Investigation Notebooks (print 

and digital)
● Student books
● Digital Applications 



K-5 Program components
Classroom kits

Classroom 
kits

Classroom kits

Built for a class of 36 
students, with 
consumables for two 
years



Unit structure

Unit

↓

Chapter

↓

Lesson

↓

Activity



Let’s Go Live!  



General Tips on Unpacking

Kit and Wall Materials
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Things to collect before opening the kit
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Print Teacher’s Guide and Materials List

The print Teacher’s Guide will help as you 
determine which lessons need hands on 
preparation

This can be found in the kit.
It can also be found in the print TE and on the 
digital platform under Materials and Preparation



Pull out kits for the unit 
you are going to 
unpack. 
They can range from 
1-3 bins or boxes. (Dirt 
for example will just be 
in a brown box.)

Kit 
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Unpacking the Kit

● Place them on the top of the 
table or bookcase below your 
science board

● Take books out of kit and place 
in the bookcase or on the table. 
(Always collect books after each 
lesson use. Return to bookcase 
so they are easily accessible.)

● Pull out the unit question, key 
concepts and vocabulary 
materials.



Key Concepts are not printed on card stock
Lawrence Hall of Science felt the key 
understandings should be developed with 
students. 
Two Suggestions: 
1. Have blank sentence strips ready to use 

when developing the key concepts to 
add to the classroom wall

2. Write out key concepts on sentence 
strips. Label with the lesson and put 
them with the chapter questions. (Note: 
they can be found in the lesson overview 
compilation) 

Grades K and 1
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To survive, animals and plants need to get water, 
air and food.
                                                                                                                              Lesson 1.1
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Cards for games, sorting or matching activities

The cards in the kit are 
separated by a blue sheet of 
paper.
Organization tip: 
● Separate and place in 

envelopes or bags or clip 
together

● Label the envelopes or 
bags with the name and 
lesson activity
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(Grade 1 only) 
Word Relationship Cards

● Hole punch the cards.
● Place the cards and a ring in a plastic bag.

Each student will use these and vocabulary cards 
are added as they are introduced. 



Hands On Organization
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Microsite: Unit 1, K-2 Lesson Prep Videos
Classroom kits

Classroom 
kits

Classroom Kits
Built for a class of 
36 students, with 
consumables for 
two years

Giver participants 2 or 3 minutes to locate site, bookmark it and Go live to LAUSD / AMPLIFY SCIENCE MICROSITE

https://amplify.com/lausd-science/


LAUSD Schoology: Unit 1, 3-5 Lesson Prep Videos
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Hands On Material Organization 
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● Open Your Lesson Guides Only
● Start with Chapter 1 and look for 

the hands icon
● Go into the lesson materials 

and prep
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Grade 1 
Animal and 
Plant 
Defenses 
Materials 
prep 
document



Additional Prep 

Optional
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Investigation Questions
● Look at the lesson overview 

compilation in your print TE or on 
the digital platform

● Find the investigation questions and 
write them on sentence strips . (In the 
bottom right corner, write the lesson 
you will be introducing this question)

● (Note: These questions can also be 
found on the coherence flowcharts)

● They will be added to the Science 
Classroom Wall. (After creating all the 
questions, I place them with the 
chapter questions, etc.)
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● Under Materials and 
Preparation, you will find the 
Preparation at a glance

● This will show you charts, etc 
that need to be prepped. 
These can be done prior to the 
lesson, or on the day of the 
lesson.  

● For example: Partner Reading 
Guidelines, Safety guidelines, 
Charts to show learning, etc.

Additional Charts
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What is a Design Argument

It answers a question with a claim about which 
solution best meets the criteria.               Lesson 2.4

It connects evidence to each of the criteria: information from 
testing, ideas from texts and experiences                Lesson 2.4

It describes any limitations.                       Lesson 3.6

It is written for an audience.                    Lesson 3.6

It uses scientific language.                       Lesson 4..5



● Go to the unit landing page.

What happens if vocabulary 
cards  or questions get lost or 
damaged?
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No worries!

● Scroll down to printable resources

● Click on Print Materials (8.5”x11”)

● Click on Print Materials (11”x17”)

● All these materials are available in 
pdf form to print.



Live Kit 
Demonstration
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Grade 1 - Animal and Plant Defenses
Grade 4- Energy Conversions 
(Completed kit)



Why do all this prep?

Optional
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Student Collaboration
Student working on sorting 
activity.

Student Discovery
Students playing a game to 
learn about survival

Hands On
Students working together on a 
hands on experiment from 
Balancing Forces, Grade 3

Kit Materials in Action
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Hands On- Grade 1 
Animal and Plant Defenses
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Questions
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Next Office Hour:

January 31, 2022

● Monday,  (4-5pm)

https://meet.google.com/uwc-uuaz-qdc?authuser=0

Upcoming LAUSD Office Hours
Last working Monday of the month

https://meet.google.com/uwc-uuaz-qdc?authuser=0


Thank you!
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